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ABSTRACT

This paper looks to investigate how Android operating system manages power on a relatively small platform such as a mobile phone or a tablet. The aim of this document is to further find the differences that exist in the design of Android power management modules as compared to the parent kernel from Linux. We will investigate to check if platforms with smaller batteries like mobile phones require a lot of power management or the same as larger and power hungry devices like desktop computers. This paper will look deeper into why Google decided to use Linux’s kernel as opposed to developing one from scratch.
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1. INTRODUCTION

For normal desktop computer, power management (PM) is used to reduce power consumption and reduce cooling requirements. Lower power consumption means lower heat dissipation, which increases system stability, and less energy use, which saves money and reduces the impact on the environment. For mobile device and embedded system device, it’s much more important because the battery power is very limited.

Saving battery for mobile devices has been a goal for the industry for many years and as such reduction of battery consumption is even more important since mobile phones consume more battery than the generation of mobile phones before them. Today operating system developers are faced with a fundamental problem of saving system resources as much as possible. One of the most important resources is power. The introduction of smart phones has made it possible for users to work like accessing the internet, recording video, setting appointments and a lot more on their mobile devices to complete the same tasks they use to on their personal computers. Not so long ago power never used to be of vital importance because the desktop computer was permanently connected to an electrical outlet. On desktop computers power managed and the operating system deals with power but in an almost casual and simple way. Power Management has never been more important to give user more battery life.

Android operating system is a grandchild of Linux which is a desktop operating system. So Android developers had to come with a more power sensitive solution. Figure 1 shows the internal structure of Android and how the power management has been modified to work on a device with limited power. The principal difference is that mobile devices...
have limited resources like power and desktop computers have "unlimited" power supply. Android uses wakelocks to dynamically power down while the system is still running. This feature is useful for devices that are not being used, and can offer significant power savings on a running system [8].

In order to maximize power saving Android devices support a range of runtime power states which use names such as "off", "sleep", "idle", "active", and so on. In essence a mobile device that can save power and run the longest without the user having to recharge it is ideal.

The rest of the paper is dedicated to discussing the differences between Android and Linux. Section 2 explains the strategies used in Linux to deal with power, here two power management methods are introduced and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Also different power states that exist within the Linux system are examined.

Section 3 discusses how the Android operating system uses the Linux kernel and it’s power reduction model to achieve a more aggressive power management solution. Here the role of different wakelocks are explained and the the relationship between the Linux power manager and the Android power management is broken down. This section investigates how Android is incorporated into the Linux kernel to provide appropriate power management to mobile devices.

Section 4 offers a conclusion to the discussion and exposes how Android is able to achieve the goal of saving power given all the challenges related to mobile devices. Here an overall picture of power management in both Android and Linux is conceptualized.

2. POWER MANAGEMENT IN LINUX

Power management in operating systems is important due to the ever increasing power demand of mobile devices especially cell phones. In order to reduce wasted power, multiple hardware power saving features are employed by Linux such as clock gating, voltage scaling, activating sleep modes and disabling memory cache. Each of these features reduces the system’s power consumption at the expense of latency and/or performance [7].

These trade offs on a Linux system are managed by either Advanced Power Management (API) or Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI). ACPI is an older, simpler, BIOS based power management subsystem, which is still used on older systems [5]. Newer systems use ACPI based management instead. ACPI is more operating-system centric [4] than ACPI and also offers more features such as a tree structure for powering down devices so that subsystem components are not turned off before the subsystem itself.

2.1 Advanced Power Management (APM)

APM consists of one or more layers of software that support power management in computers with power manageable hardware. APM defines the hardware independent software interface between hardware-specific power management software and an operating system power management policy driver. It hides the details of the hardware, allowing higher-level software to use APM without any knowledge of the hardware interface. The APM software interface specification defines a layered cooperative environment in which applications, operating systems, device drivers and the APM BIOS work together to reduce power consumption. In brief, APM can extend the life of system batteries and thereby increases productivity and system availability [14].

2.2 Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI)

ACPI allows control of power management from within the operating system unlike APM were power management is done at BIOS level. With ACPI the user can specify at what time a device, such as a display monitor, is to turn off or on. If the user chooses they can specify a lower level of power consumption when the battery starts running low so that essential applications can still be used while other less important applications are allowed to become inactive. The operating system can reduce motherboard and peripheral device power needs by not activating devices until they are needed. With ACPI, the computer can power itself down to a deep sleep state but still be capable of responding to an incoming phone call or a timed backup procedure [14]. In short ACPI gives both the user and the operating system the power to customize the system to suit their personal power needs.

2.3 System Power Management

Power management in any operating system, is considered a necessity due to the ever increasing power demand of today’s computer systems [12]. As mentioned in the previous section most Linux based systems manage power consumption via the ACPI.

Linux also has a functionality called System Power Management (SPM): the process of placing the entire system into a low power state. In a low power state, the system is consuming a small, but minimal amount of power yet maintaining a relatively low response latency to the user. The exact amount of power and response latency depends on the state the system is in.

2.4 Power States

The states a system can enter on Linux are dependent on the underlying platform, and differ across architectures and even generations of the same architecture. There tend to be three states that are found on most architectures that support a form of SPM, though. The kernel explicitly supports these states -Standby, Suspend, and Hibernate, and provides a mechanism for a platform driver (an architectural port of the kernel) to define new states.

2.4.1 Standby

Standby is a low-latency power state that is sometimes referred to as "power-on suspend". In this state, the system conserves power by placing the CPU in a halt state and the devices in the state. The power savings are not significant, but the response latency is minimal typically less than 1 second.

2.4.2 Suspend

Suspend is also commonly known as "suspend-to-RAM". In this state, all devices are placed in sleep state except main memory, is expected to maintain power. Memory is placed in self-refresh mode, so its contents are not lost. Response latency is higher than Standby, yet still very low between 3-5 seconds.

2.4.3 Hibernate

Hibernate conserves the most power by turning off the entire system, after saving state to a persistent medium, usually a disk. All devices are powered off unconditionally.
Android power management which is built on the top of standard Linux Power Management which takes a more aggressive policy to manage and save power. Android based systems provide their own power management infrastructure labeled PowerManager that was designed based on the premise that a processor should not consume any power if no applications or services actually require power [1]. Android demands that applications and services request CPU resources via wakelocks through the Android application framework and native Linux libraries. If there are no active wakelocks, Android will shutdown the processor.

Figure 2 shows that the full state machine. There are three states: "SLEEP", "NOTIFICATION", and "AWAKE". The scenario is: While a user application acquires full wakelock or touch screen/keyboard activity event, the machine will enter or keep in the "AWAKE". If timeout happen or power key pressing, the machine will enter "NOTIFICATION". While partial wake locks acquiring, it will keep in "NOTIFICATION". While all partial locks released, the machine will go into "SLEEP". In "SLEEP" mode, it will transit if all resource awake. This state machine makes power saving of Android more feasible for mobile devices [5].

The Android kernel design is based on the Linux but does not use a standard Linux kernel. This means the Google team had to find other power saving solutions that are different from the standard Linux power management. As mentioned above there are many different power management techniques that can be deployed by operating system development teams to develop the best power management solution for their environment, such as APM or ACPI. Android platform is running on top of Linux operating system it implements a lightweight ACPI driver which is optimized for embedded systems [16].

A mobile phone will typically spend a large amount of time in a state where it is not actively used. This means that the application processor is idle, while the communications processor performs a low level of activity, as it must remain connected to the network to be able to receive calls, SMS messages and so on. As this state tends to dominate the time during which the phone is switched on, the power consumed in this state is critical to battery lifetime. The Android operating system running on the application processor aggressively suspends to RAM during idle periods. Here by all necessary states are written to RAM and the device is put into low-power sleep mode [6].

Currently Android only supports screen, keyboard, buttons backlight, and the brightness of screen. Because of full usage of CPU capability, it does not support suspend and standby mode. Figure 1 shows how Android PM works. Through the framework, user space applications can use PowerManager class to control the power state of the device. Normally runtime power management is handled by the drivers without specific userspace or kernel involvement. By device-aware use of techniques like: a) Using information provided by other system layers. b) Using fewer CPU cycles. c) Reducing other resource costs like switching off unused power supplies. d) Using device-specific low power states like using lower voltages.

### 3.1 Android system sleep model

This is a system wide low power state which is the same as hibernate on a desktop. This is something that device, bus, and class drivers collaborate on by implementing var-
ious role-specific suspend and resume methods to cleanly power down hardware and software subsystems, then reactivate them without loss of data.

The most important concept to understand is that "turning off the screen" is not equal to "sleep mode". Since you may listen to some music or download some games with large size while the screen is off, but the CPU is still running to do these jobs, therefore it's not in "sleep mode." As a result, sleep mode is defined as a mode that the CPU is idle. While the system is in sleep mode, the time spent in this mode is not counted in the device uptime (the device uptime can be obtained by calling SystemClock.uptimeMillis()) [15].

The Android system goes into sleep when its screen and key guard is locked. Now in such a case when an alarm activity gets called, in its OnCreate method a systems wakelock is acquired by the Calling Service, which in this case is Alarm Manager. Now when OnCreate returns it also releases the wakelock. So suppose if you started an audio ringtone in the system, its run time is started just the not if the audio ringtone is run. But with a partial wakelock, the CPU will continue to run, irrespective of the current user space processes.

In principle the wakelocks framework is really concerned with whether or not the processing of all wakeup events is complete and, consequently, whether or not it is possible to suspend the system at a given instant of time. That’s why it allows user space processes that may take part in the processing of wakeup events to use wakelocks in the first place. However, this means that within the wakelocks framework the races between wakeup events and the suspend process can only be avoided if the relevant user space processes are modified to use wakelocks. While that may be good for Android, whose user space already is designed with using wake-locks in mind, at least to some extent, it is not very practical for other Linux-based systems with user space which is not aware of the wakelocks interface. Still, the possible races between the suspend process and wakeup events affect those systems as well and there are in a way to avoid them without redesigning user space completely.

### 3.2 Runtime power management model

Drivers may also enter low power modes while the system is running, independently of other power management activities. Upstream drivers will normally not know or care if the device is in some low power state when issuing requests; the driver will auto resume anything that’s needed when it gets a request.

Android however does not use APM or ACPI directly for power management as shown in Figure 1. Android instead has its own Linux power extension. PowerManager instead the core power driver shown in Figure 1 as "Power" was added to the Linux kernel in order to facilitate this functionality. This module provides low level drivers in order to control the peripherals supported by the PowerManager [2]. These peripherals currently include the screen display and backlight, keyboard backlight and button backlight. Each peripheral’s power is controlled through the use of wake-locks. These locks are requested through the API whenever an application requires one of the managed peripherals to remain powered on in each lock setting shown in Table 1.

If no wake lock exists which "locks" the device, then it is powered off to save battery life. In the case of multiple power settings the transition is managed through the use of delays based on system activity. A sample of this behavior is shown in Table 2 for the screen backlight [15]. In addition to wakelocks the PowerManager also monitors the battery life and status of the device. This service coordinates with the power circuitry charging in the battery and also powers down the system when the battery reaches a critical threshold [10].

One of the most important things to notice is that there are two classes of wakelocks: The kernel and user space. All of the user space partial wakelocks go through one partial wake lock, called PowerManagerService (see Figure 2). The full wakelocks and user activity countdown timer are all implemented in Java and call on to sys Android power request state, which turns the screen on and off and implicitly, also keeps the CPU on. The kernel still has sys Android power acquire full wake lock, but it is not used. By the time the KeyEvent wake lock is released, someone has either called userActivity on the power manager, which resets the countdown timer, or they have not. This means that the device should not wake up [11].

Table 1 shows some of the available locks that are implemented in Android during system up time. If you hold a partial wakelock, the CPU will continue to run, irrespective of any timers and even after the user presses the power button. In all other wakelocks, the CPU will run, but the user can still put the device to sleep using the power button [3]. Table 1 shows which wakelocks are available and being used by Android to reduce power consumption on a mobile device.

All power management calls follow the same basic sequence: a) Acquire handle to the PowerManager service. b) Create a wake lock and specify the power management flags for screen, timeout, etc. c) Acquire wake lock. d) Perform operation (play MP3, open HTML page, etc.). e) Release wake lock. The Android framework requires the application and services to request a CPU resource with a wakelock, through the application framework and native libraries. Android framework exposes seven different types of wakelocks for applications and services as shown in Table 1. For instance keep the CPU running, while the screen is on.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLAG VALUE</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th>SCREEN</th>
<th>KEYBOARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PARTIAL WAKE LOCK</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>off</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCREEN DIM WAKE LOCK</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>dim</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCREEN BRIGHT WAKE LOCK</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>bright</td>
<td>off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FULL WAKE LOCK</td>
<td>on</td>
<td>bright</td>
<td>bright</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Hypothetical wakelock states
Developers choose the most appropriate lock for their applications [9]. Incorrect usage of wakelocks, might result in great power waste. It is therefore very important to use the most efficient locks depending in the hardware being used.

If the operating system does not and any active wakelock, it shut down the CPU. Android uses wakelocks partial or full which expose the platform power management to the developer. An Application requests a wake lock, Power-Manager makes sure that the device is powered on until the application releases the wakelock [13]. An alternative way of implementing wakeness is userActivity which takes a time period and keeps the application processing part of Android alive. This is one method to keep power consumption down.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper examined the main differences between Android for mobile devices and Linux power management tech-

iques. We also have examined Android in a bottom-up fashion from its architecture to obtain a general overall un-

derstanding. We focused on the following topics power man-

agement and wakelocks. We got to understand why and how Android uses wakelocks to solve run-time and sleep state power issue. For instance Android’s wakelocks address a number of problems. They allow the kernel to avoid races between the suspend process and wakeup events, wakelocks are activated whenever wakeup events occur, which prevents the kernel from suspending the system or causes it to abort suspend in progress [7]. Also they provide a direct standard for the kernel to decide when opportunistic suspend should be started, the kernel attempts to suspend the system whenever there are no active wakelocks.

Moreover, it helps to avoid the problem with “bulk” appli-
cations that may cause the system to use too much energy, “bulk” applications are not allowed to use wakelocks and therefore they cannot prevent the kernel from suspending the system [14]. In addition to that, it makes the kernel collect statistics related to wakeup events. Namely, each wake-

lock object contains fields in which statistical information is recorded, like the number of times the wakelock has been activated, the total time it has been active, or the maximum time it has been active continuously, whenever it is activated or deactivated.

The Android power management method has not had a clean run though, and the most controversial aspect of the Android’s suspend infrastructure is that it starts system suspend from kernel space, basically taking over an interface that was intended for use by (privileged) user space processes and because of that it requires applications to inter-

act with the kernel in a very unusual way and the interface provided by it for this purpose does not really match other interfaces between the kernel and user space.

Android power management techniques of using wakelocks on the Linux kernel (Linux uses wakeup events) were not efficient when they released the G1 (first Android phone), but since then they have become more and more reliable and energy efficient [5].
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